Let English Discoveries Online Lead Your Students into the 21st Century

Tomorrow’s

The Educator Controls the Program
Today more and more educational material is delivered outside of a
traditional classroom. With EDO’s Advanced Teacher Management

English Language Learning Solutions...
Today    

System (TMS), teachers have a powerful tool to manage the class.

An Educator’s Dream - Authoring Tool for
Customizing

Lead Your Students into the Future

The EDO Authoring Tool provides teachers templates to create
their own English language learning materials or to adapt existing
EDO materials. Educators can create and customize lessons and

Hear Them Speak English with:

practice exercises and design their own tests.

LMS SCORM compliant

Awards and Honors For More Than 19 Years:

5 Star Q-Mark Award

•

The Five Star Q-Mark Award for excellence in multimedia learning software by Chinese University of Hong
Kong and the Quality Education Fund

•

First place Computer Hoy Magazine Awards English +

•

Approved by Ministries of Education including: Singapore; Brazil; Hungary; Israel; Puerto Rico

•

Approved by Universities and Institutions including: Russia; Spain; Italy; USA

•

Approved by prestigious Corporations located in: France; Italy; Switzerland; Korea

•

Edusoft’s “Guidelines for Effectively Implementing Large-Scale E-Learning Solutions” is being published
by the Regional Language Center (RELC)

•

Edusoft’s study “An Effective Blended Learning Solution Overcoming Pedagogical and Technological
Challenges in a Remote Area - A Case Study,” published March 2008 by Israel’s Open University

Professional Development

About Edusoft

About Tandberg Educational, Inc.

Edusoft is a global developer and provider of English Language Learning solutions via offline and

Tandberg Educational, Inc. has been implementing language teaching technology in secondary

online platforms. The company offers General English and English for Specific Purposes courses

schools and higher education institutions for more than 30 years. With over 1300 installations

that incorporate software, printed material, and instructor training. EDO offers an interactive

nationwide, we offer innovative, scalable, easy to use technologically advanced solutions to help

learning platform combined with a Blended Learning instructional
approach that uses different levels of integration. These solutions,
which have been localized into many languages, are put into practice
by teachers, students, employees, and individuals in over seventy
countries around the world. For further information, please visit
www.edusoftlearning.com.

teachers create interactive environments for effective language learning. English Discoveries Online
(EDO) is one of our English Language Learning solutions.

Tandberg Educational, Inc.
301 Fields Lane, Brewster, NY 10509
info@tandbergeducational.com
800-367-1137 • 845-277-3320 • Fax: 845-277-3995
www.tandbergeducational.com
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Edusoft/Tandberg Educational offers teacher training programs and exceptional support to ensure successful achievement.
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A Better Way to Learn English

Meet, Greet, Write, and Talk!

English Discoveries Online (EDO) is a complete, computer-

Our EDO Community Site - The Land of
Opportunity

assisted English Language Learning solution that develops the

EDO takes advantage of the online community to create a flexible,

areas of Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, Vocabulary, and

interactive, and supportive learning environment. Our exclusive

Grammar.

website enables over 4 million EDO learners worldwide to meet

Hear Them Speak English

each other and discover a range of exciting online activities

Internet or Intranet, English Discoveries delivers research-proven

appropriate to their level of English.

instructional methods, engaging multimedia technologies, and

Features include:

integrated models of learning and teaching. Worldwide, EDO
is used by secondary, adult, and higher education classrooms,
business and industry, and government ministries and agencies.

•

Up-to-date English learning content and activities

•

A Presence Detector and Instant Messaging System as a
platform for communicative activities

•

Chats and Forums

•

An Online Magazine with regularly updated reading
passages that offers the same article at Basic, Intermediate,

English Across the Internet

and Advanced levels of English

Universities across the globe and 16 Ministries of Education have
discovered that there’s a better way to teach English. EDO’s
ten interactive topic-based learning English courses consist of
nearly 900 hours of e-learning and keep students stimulated as

•

English learning games

•

Online “Web Pals” mailing system

•

A Web Literacy section that includes site reviews and weboriented activities

they progress. EDO’s instructional models include a self-access

•

approach, blended learning, consisting of computer-based

Introduction of Idioms in context, complete with animation
and sound

learning tools with communicative classroom instruction, and the

•

integration of the existing curriculum course books with EDO’s

A continually updated site that presents the user with
ongoing curricular activities and exciting new features

computer course content.

For Absolute Beginners - First Discoveries
EDO is not just for accomplished students—beginners will benefit even if they have no prior knowledge of English. EDO’s First Discoveries
course helps beginners to access and use oral and written information that is needed for daily communication through a variety of media

A Program BUILT for Students

A Program BUILT for Teachers

Nearly 900 hours of study time in interactive multimedia

•

Advanced Teacher Management System

courses

•

Ongoing assessment tools, student progress reports, and
exit tests

with other EDO students

•

Ten interactive, progressive courses

•

Adaptive streaming video

•

•

Differentiated Instruction

•

Student Forums that provide a perfect place for enhanced

Explicit lesson plans, teacher guides with full product scope
and sequence, workbooks, grammar book, and integrated
enrichment activities

•

Teacher-student online communication tools that include
e-mail and instant messaging

•

A monthly updated online Community Site that features new
lessons

•

An Authoring Tool and Custom Course Builder that helps
teachers create differentiated and individualized instruction
as well as tailored lessons

•

Grammar book   

•
•

An online Community Site that offers e-mail and chat rooms

global contacts and discussions of a variety of issues
•

English Discoveries Magazine that offers current articles on
a wealth of topical issues at the students’ instructional level

•

Bilingual audio learners’ dictionary featuring 20,000 entries

•

Student Study Planner and My Progress Reports

•

Grammar book

and text types. Oral and written texts contain simple vocabulary, basic syntactic structures, and topics that relate to the learners’ prior
knowledge. This course is designed to teach listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary, alphabet, and grammar skills and uses the
same sophisticated media tools as the advanced EDO courses . Beginners can “catch up” fast.

